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Since I require my students to be aware of current societal trends and how those trends
impact their profession, I have chosen to consider changes in teaching at Western using
much the same technique used by John Naisbitt, Faith Popcorn, and others. Taking a
broad perspective, I have categorized changes in teaching at Western 1980-2000 and
beyond as shifts along a continuum. Eight of these change shifts were identified.
1. Institutional Help—> Self Help
In the 80’s if you wanted a professional presentation you had to rely on a graphic
designer and precut lettering available within or outside the university. Today, computer
graphics make it possible for faculty and students alike to utilize PowerPoint or other
sophisticated programs to present material combining multimedia to achieve spectacular
effects.
2. Didactic—> Participatory
Another change shift has been from the teacher dispensing most of the information to
more participation and involvement of students, not only in the classroom but also in the
work setting and distance education via interactive television.
3. Either/Or—> Multiple Options
In the early 80s, handouts and exams could be typed on ditto masters—remember the
purple copies—or if you had thermomasters, a good original, and the right machine you
might not have to retype some documents. In “some” departments, mimeograph
machines made copies in black, or you could have the print shop make copies, but only if
you planned ahead. Today, the typewriter has been replaced by the word processor and
laser printers giving us crisp black and white or multiple colors. We are not limited to
paper, but can create transparencies, slides, or combine print, clip-art, graphics,
animation, music, and other components for a multimedia, action-oriented, or even
interactive presentation.
4. Homogeneity—> Diversity
In the 80s, both students and faculty at Western were primarily middle class, AngloAmericans, and no one thought much about the fact that we were perpetuating middle
class white values. Today, both faculty and students are more diverse, and we must
accept the challenge to not only be sensitive to cultural diversity, but also to instill that
sensitivity into our students. In many situations, an ethnic minority will be the majority,
and graduates must be prepared to live and work within diverse cultural settings.

5. Regional—> National—> Global
In the 80s, my area of expertise, textiles and apparel, was still very much a
regional/national industry. Our focus was on textile/apparel opportunities in Western’s
geographic area, and most graduates took positions within 100-200 miles of Bowling
Green. As we move into the new millennium, the world is definitely a “global village.”
To succeed our graduates need to be able to interact with people anywhere in the world.
Manufacturing retailers search the world for design concepts and develop their own lines
under private labels. They may source fabrics from Italy, notions and findings from
South America and the Far East, develop patterns and do the cutting in the U.S., and have
the garments sewn in the Caribbean. Graduates without this global perspective are less
than prepared to face the future.
6. Forced Technology—> High Tech/High Touch
At the present time there is said to be a widespread yearning and concern about the
dehumanizing effects of technology. There is no question that as we acquire and adapt
the latest technology in the classroom and workplace, the need for personalization
increases. But, in the past 20 years, many tasks once performed by the teacher have been
transferred to computers and other technologies. This frees us, as teachers, to spend more
time with motivation, psychological well-being, and socialization, that is, in providing
more personal interaction with individual students.
7. Information Available—> Information Accessible—> Information Overload
In the 80s, information needed for research papers was available in excellent libraries in
various geographic locations. We simply sent out students to the library where the
information was available. Today, computer access to libraries throughout the world is
available through multiple data bases and web sites. The emphasis is increasingly on
“how” to find information and use of critical thinking/problem solving skills to overcome
information overload.
8. Classroom Setting—> Learn Anytime/Learn Anywhere
In the 80s, the majority of our classes were taught in classroom settings, either on- or offcampus. In 2000 and beyond, we have the capacity to learn anytime/learn anywhere.
Computer technology and the Internet provide instant access to information, and webbased courses may be taken in one’s home, boat, or airplane; at the beach, in the
mountains, or elsewhere. Interactive tv/distance learning provides learning centers at
multiple locations at the same time and permit teacher and students to speak to one
another and engage in visual displays. In the future, it is probable that the tactile
dimension will be added so that participants can touch and feel objects. Personal
computers will not be limited to desktop and laptop, but they will come in many sizes and
many shapes. They will be embedded in clothing and jewelry and will provide, among
other things, communication similar to today’s cell phones and pagers. People will
spend the majority of their time acquiring new skills and knowledge. WHAT AN
EXCITING TIME TO BE A TEACHER!!!

